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I. Introduction

Wealth is defined as an abundance of money and possessions a person may have. In

America, wealth is not as easily attainable for every person unlike places in the world that are

ethnically unanimous. Countries like Luxemburg where the median household income is over

120,000 US dollars a year are not ethnically diverse. There is also a wide range of wealth based

on American-specific policies such as welfare. This sparked President Biden's initiative “Build a

Better America”  which worked to combat this issue in 2021.  One way that they did this was by

working to construct better wealth distribution systems. Although this bill is still in congress, it is

currently struggling because the organization underestimated the wealth inequalities.1 Along with

this, significant parts of American history such as Jim Crow Laws, The Great Migration, Mass

Incarceration, and the Industrial Revolution play along racial lines in how wealth is acquired

today. These practices created more issues such as convict leasing, redlining, and federal

housing.2 Overall, having a career does not guarantee financial stability in any part of the world,

however, these chances for minorities decrease significantly because of laws put in place to

purposefully segregate access to wealth.

II. American Systems Legally Created to Suppress Minorities

A vast wealth gap, driven by segregation, redlining, evictions, and exclusion is told in the

story of a black man named Elmore Bolling. Bolling was killed for acquiring too much wealth

2 Schermerhorn, Calvin. “Why the racial wealth gap persists, more than 150 years after
emancipation” The Washington Post, 19 June. 2019,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/2019/06/19/why-racial-wealth-gap-persists-more-than-
years-after-emancipation/

1 Norton, Michael, Ariely, Dan. “Building a Better America—One Wealth Quintile at a Time”
Perspectives on Psychological Science, 3 February. 2011,
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1745691610393524

https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/2019/06/19/why-racial-wealth-gap-persists-more-than-years-after-emancipation/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/2019/06/19/why-racial-wealth-gap-persists-more-than-years-after-emancipation/
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1745691610393524
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during the late 1940s. Around the time of his murder in 1947, he was estimated to have had

$40,000 dollars in the bank and $5,000 dollars worth of assets. This would be about $500,000

dollars today. Within months of his murder, all of his money was gone and none of it went to his

family. Bolling was a farmer who became an entrepreneur and philanthropist. He created his

livestock business in Lowndes County, Alabama, and used all of the money garnished from this

business to purchase a Model T Ford truck. As the years progressed, he was no longer only

raising livestock, he was shipping bone, kindling, scrap iron, and tin from neighboring counties.3

White “creditors” took his money legally and have done the same thing to many black people

during this time and afterward. The creditors do this by staking claims on family’s savings,

desperately trying to erase any money left.

Along with this, the Freedmen’s Bureau, an early way wealth was stripped from black

people. It was created to help former slaves have wealth by giving them the opportunity to have a

savings account. However, once Lincoln was assassinated, Andrew Johnson discarded the

Freedmen’s Bureau. This meant that all the money put into the bank by black families was gone.

More specifically, this money was reallocated to funds within the American government.

Johnson also stripped owned land away from black families and gave it to former slave owners

as a form of “reparations.”4 Jim Crow Laws, The Great Migration, Mass Incarceration, and the

Industrial Revolution all played a part in this. Secondly, slavery is the central root of financial

issues and most issues pertaining to black people in America. Once slavery had ended, convict

4 Lee, Trymaine. “A vast wealth gap, driven by segregation, redlining, evictions and exclusion,
separates black and white America” The New York Times Magazine, 14 August. 2019,
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/08/14/magazine/racial-wealth-gap.html

3 McCall, Bolling, Josephine. “About Elmore Bolling” The Elmore Bolling Initiative, 12
December. 2021,
https://bollinginitiative.org/our-story/about-elmore-bolling

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/08/14/magazine/racial-wealth-gap.html
https://bollinginitiative.org/our-story/about-elmore-bolling
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leasing and sharecropping appeared. These systems made it hard for black people to gain wealth

because it was guaranteeing them lifelong debt. If black people were able to pay off their debts,

Jim Crow followed them across the U.S. in the form of federal housing and social policies such

as the Federal Housing Act. As the decades progressed, black families quickly found themselves

redlined and ineligible for credit because the government would not guarantee loans. This

happened once local governments could pin point where high percentages of black families

lived.  Black neighborhoods decayed from lack of investments and low-quality schools and

housing emerged. This, once again, is a result of the Federal Housing Administration.5

Luxembourg has one of the highest living standards in the world. This country also has

the highest per capita income. This and more is a result of lavish social benefits along with laws

prohibiting discrimination. Luxembourg has laws that prohibit discrimination against women,

people with disabilities, and minorities. This inevitably bridges some wealth gaps such as those

created by gender. It also forces companies to hire equal amounts of women, men, minorities,

and disabled employees. In return, not only are there equal salaries across the board, companies

in Luxembourg are granted subsidies for their diversified workspaces. Another way the country

tries to bridge wealth gaps is through group-specific programs. There are programs set up

specifically for immigrants to find jobs and enter mainstream society smoothly. Along with this,

school is also mandatory until the age of 16, similarly to that of the US.6

6 World Economic and Financial Surveys. “Report for Selected Countries and Subjects: October
2020” International Monetary Fund, 10 December. 2021,
https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WEO/weo-database/2020/October/weo-report?c=137,&s=N
GDP_RPCH,NGDPD,PPPGDP,NGDPDPC,PPPPC,PCPIPCH,&sy=2018&ey=2025&ssm=0&sc
sm=1&scc=0&ssd=1&ssc=0&sic=0&sort=country&ds=.&br=1

5 Schermerhorn, 2019.

https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WEO/weo-database/2020/October/weo-report?c=137,&s=NGDP_RPCH,NGDPD,PPPGDP,NGDPDPC,PPPPC,PCPIPCH,&sy=2018&ey=2025&ssm=0&scsm=1&scc=0&ssd=1&ssc=0&sic=0&sort=country&ds=.&br=1
https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WEO/weo-database/2020/October/weo-report?c=137,&s=NGDP_RPCH,NGDPD,PPPGDP,NGDPDPC,PPPPC,PCPIPCH,&sy=2018&ey=2025&ssm=0&scsm=1&scc=0&ssd=1&ssc=0&sic=0&sort=country&ds=.&br=1
https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WEO/weo-database/2020/October/weo-report?c=137,&s=NGDP_RPCH,NGDPD,PPPGDP,NGDPDPC,PPPPC,PCPIPCH,&sy=2018&ey=2025&ssm=0&scsm=1&scc=0&ssd=1&ssc=0&sic=0&sort=country&ds=.&br=1
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III. Finances

Three and a half million black families have a negative net worth in the US. Black people have a

yearly salary 30% lower than other white workers. Based on information gathered, by 2064 the

average white family will most likely have $2,782,727 in wealth while the Black family wealth

will be $789,164. This conclusion is based on historical events such as redlining and convict

leasing programs. One way black people can increase their generational wealth is by having

conversations regarding money earlier in life. Along with this, another solution to this issue is to

have black people invest in savings accounts earlier in their careers. This would provide a

cushion for emergencies and potentially have a higher return in the future. Once a percentage of

money is invested into an emergency account,  the rest of it can be put into other assets. Another

solution is buying a house. One final solution is buying a life insurance policy so that families

will be able to inherit something once a loved one passes away.7

This can happen once it is established that not every dollar is made for spending. Instead of using

every cent on material objects, this money can be put away little by little for emergencies such as

the COVID-19 pandemic. This is a significant part of budgeting that some people just have more

flexibility to do.8

8 Washington, Kemberley. “It All Starts with a Budget!” The Building Blocks to Build a Better
Financial Future!,  2018, p.15-40

7 Fox, Michelle. “Here’s how Black Americans can begin building wealth right now” Consumer
News and Business Channel, 16 July. 2021,
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/07/16/heres-how-black-americans-can-begin-building-wealth-right-
now.html

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/07/16/heres-how-black-americans-can-begin-building-wealth-right-now.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/07/16/heres-how-black-americans-can-begin-building-wealth-right-now.html
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This is beneficial in acquiring wealth as a black person in America because it will spark a

cultural change. Without this, the wealth gap cannot close because public policies alone will not

combat this issue. 9

Because of the secret biases within financial programs such as mortgage approval

systems, minority consumers will opt out of becoming homeowners. This is not helping change

the culture regarding financial literacy, and it is exactly what these programs want to happen.

They discourage people from taking steps forward in an attempt to control who they give money

to. This, inevitably, coincides with redlining. Redlining is the refusal of a loan or insurance to a

person who lives in an area deemed a poor financial risk.  This can be seen within the story of

Crystal Marie and Eskias McDaniels journey to becoming homeowners in the 2010s. They

wanted a 2,700 square foot house in the suburbs of North Carolina. They ran into minimal issues

while prequalifying for the mortgage. They both made close to six figures each and had credit

scores of 805 and 725 which are extremely high. The day they were scheduled to sign their

mortgage, the loan company called them and informed them that the deal wasn’t going to close.

The application was submitted six times by the loan officer and each time they were denied. It

appeared that this denial was the result of an internal algorithm. Once an investigation was

conducted, it was determined that lenders during the year of 2019 were more likely to deny home

loans to black people with similar financial attributes to white people. As the investigation

progressed, it was discovered that more than 2 million lenders had a 40% probability of turning

down Latino applicants, 70% probability of turning down Native American applicants, and an

80% probability of turning down black applicants. These statistics heavily fluctuate depending

on where a person lives in the US. In every case investigated, each applicant of color looked

9 Gale, William. “How to build Black wealth” Brookings, 6 July. 2020,
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/how-we-rise/2020/07/06/how-to-build-black-wealth/

https://www.brookings.edu/blog/how-we-rise/2020/07/06/how-to-build-black-wealth/
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almost identical to the white applicants on paper. Along with this, research concurs that Black

people were specifically denied when their income exceeded $100,000 per year.10

IV. Disparities

Disparities in wealth by race and ethnicity from 2016 until now show salaries and wealth

amongst minority groups and white people. First, wealth is established then analyzed with total

income amongst families who identify as White or non-Hispanic, Black or African American,

and Hispanic or Latino. Both median and family wealth is separated by race. Secondly, the recent

trends in wealth holding in America have grown through issues regarding emergency funds,

retirement accounts, homeownership, and inheritance. Ultimately, specific families have these

accounts and they affect their wealth status in different ways. Black families fall short in most of

these factors, specifically in homeownership before the age of 40. Along with this, the value of

homes also contributes to this issue. 11

As the COVID-19 pandemic enters its second year, the wealth gap continues to progress at

disproportionate rates. This gap has increased during these unprecedented times and has forced

President Joe Biden and the US government to combat this issue. They have done this by

implementing stimulus checks for families who make a certain amount per year. However,

stimulus checks only helped for so long because of the lack of emergency funds within black

families. In 2021, it was estimated that roughly 42% of black families had savings accounts.

11 Bhutta, Neil, Chang, Andrew, Dettling, Lisa, Hsu, Joanne, Hewitt, Julia. “Disparities in Wealth
by Race and Ethnicity in the 2019 Survey of Consumer Finances” Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System, 28 September. 2020,

10 Martinez, Emmanuel, Kirchner, Lauren. “The secret bias hidden in mortgage-approval
algorithms” The Associated Press, 25 August. 2021,
https://apnews.com/article/lifestyle-technology-business-race-and-ethnicity-racial-injustice-b920
d945a6a13db1e1aee44d91475205

https://apnews.com/article/lifestyle-technology-business-race-and-ethnicity-racial-injustice-b920d945a6a13db1e1aee44d91475205
https://apnews.com/article/lifestyle-technology-business-race-and-ethnicity-racial-injustice-b920d945a6a13db1e1aee44d91475205
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Although this is statistically true, the federal government plays a significant role in not only

bringing the economy back to normal but also bridging this gap entirely. Several proposals have

been created in an effort to combat this issue. Among the proposals were tactics focused on

changing policies and policymakers, such as the U.S. tax code, and supporting wealth-building

measures in black communities across America.12

VI. Conclusion

Wealth is something that can be gone instantly. Because of this, humans leech on to it as a

way to project their social status. This, along with a persons career, is how society separates

people.  Since acquiring wealth is technically attainable for all, the U.S. created systems and

policies to make this process harder for racial minority groups. These tactics suceeded and made

it harder to attain wealth simply off of having a good career. By all accounts, and proven results,

the wealth gap in the U.S. is in fact a product of what has happened in all of U.S. history. The

government restraining racial minorities in an attempt to sustain power is a practice embedded in

western society.

12 Weller, Christian, Figueroa, Richard. “Wealth Matters: The Black-White Wealth Gap Before
and During the Pandemic” The Center for American Progress, 28 July. 2021,
https://www.americanprogress.org/article/wealth-matters-black-white-wealth-gap-pandemic/

https://www.americanprogress.org/article/wealth-matters-black-white-wealth-gap-pandemic/

